
Da Vinci Design CTE Pathways 2019-20 
 
Dear 10th grade DVD students and families,  
 
In 2019-20, Da Vinci Design is introducing a third Career Technical Education Pathway, Entrepreneurship, in addition to the already 
existing Architecture and Graphic Design. The initial Entrepreneurship class will be widely available to all 11th graders and takes the 
place that Spanish 3 traditionally holds in the course sequence. That said, we know some students may want to pursue Spanish 3 as it 
makes them more competitive in college applications depending on where they choose to apply, so we are offering this as another 
option when students are making pathway decisions as opposed to removing it completely. 
 
We are looking for student feedback and interest so that we can plan accordingly. The number of course sections for each will be 
dependent on interest and the constraints of our master schedule, so while students will share preferences, we cannot make any 
absolute guarantees. This week and next, 10th grade students will be filling out a questionnaire during their Design class POL, as that 
POL already has students sharing pathway preference between the two existing pathways. Please remember that these are solely 
preferences and interests. We will do our best to get all students into the classes they desire to take, but again, it is limited by space. 
 
On the next page, you will find multiple options for what a student’s career pathway trajectory may look like at DVD. These are 
reflected on the survey for students and we will use this data for planning purposes. Please feel free to review this with your student 
and have them complete the survey at home. Should students change their mind over the summer, they are able to put in another 
submission, but must indicate in the “comments” box that it is their second and preferred submission. We also encourage students to 
discuss their options with their counselor if they are unsure. 
 
If you have any questions regarding this, please do not hesitate to reach out. I would be happy to provide additional information and 
clarification as needed before I transition out of the principal role this year. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Kate Parsons 
Principal 
Da Vinci Design 
Email: kparsons@davincischools.org 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe6G6IPRjSHJgl_zZl8Om2v7s3vRA9nzXd1rul4KAe5ehAm-w/viewform?usp=sf_link
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GRADE LEVEL  COMBINATION 1  COMBINATION 2  COMBINATION 3  COMBINATION 4  COMBINATION 5 

11 
Entrepreneurship  Entrepreneurship  Architecture  Entrepreneurship  Graphic Design 

Architecture  Graphic Design  Spanish 3  Spanish 3  Spanish 3 

Transition to 12th grade - only 1 pathway class choice (no Spanish has been offered senior year at DVD) 
Options are: (1) Advanced Architecture (2) Advanced Graphic Design (3) Entrepreneurship in Design 

12 

Choice of: 
Entrepreneurship 
OR Adv. 
Architecture 

Choice of: 
Entrepreneurship 
OR Adv. Graphic 
Design 

Entrepreneurship in 
Design 

Advanced Graphic 
Design 

Advanced 
Architecture 

 
For reference: 

● All students will take the following courses in addition to the two pathway courses in 11th grade: 
○ English 11 
○ US History 
○ Biology 
○ Integrated Math 3 or PreCalculus 

 
● All students will take the following courses in addition to the one pathway class in 12th grade: 

○ English 12 
○ Government & Economics 
○ College Writing 
○ Psychology 
○ Calculus, Precalculus  or Statistics 

 
*Some exceptions may exist for transfer students or students who are credit deficient.  


